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U.S. Chicanas and Latinas Within a Global Context - Irene Isabel Blea 1997
Using her observations of the Fourth World Women's Conference held in China in 1995 as a foundation, the
author examines the history and current situation of Latinas and attempts to place them in a global context.
After examining the goals, objectives, and atmosphere of the Conference, she analyzes the Chicana feminist
movement and its legacy and how Chicanas have struggled to relate to the Conference and its platform.
She then profiles U.S. Latinas and presents data on their reality in today's world. The response to the
Americanization process is then examined, as are U.S. expansionist policies. An important synthesis for
students and researchers in Chicana and Women's Studies.
Brown v. Board of Education - Waldo Martin 2019-10-01
This new edition of Brown v. Board of Education addresses the origins, development, meanings, and
consequences of the 1954 Supreme Court decision to end Jim Crow segregation. Using legal documents to
frame the debates surrounding the case, Waldo Martin presents Brown v. Board of Education as an event, a
symbol, and a key marker in the black liberation struggle. This new edition strikes a balance between
political and social history, not only highlighting the constitutional aspects of the decision but also the
social context and impact of the decision for African Americans. With an updated introductory essay and six
new documents, several of them by African American authors, the second edition of the text brings this
case into the larger context of African American history and civil rights and explores its long-term effects.
New questions for consideration, as well as an updated chronology and bibliography, supplement the
sources. Available in print and e-book formats.
Life and Labor on the Border - Josiah McConnell Heyman 1991
Traces the development over the past hundred years of the urban working class in northern Sonora.
Drawing on an extensive collection of life histories, Heyman describes what has happened to families over
several generations as people left the countryside to work for American-owned companies in northern
Sonora or to cross the border to find other employment.
The Border and Its Bodies - Thomas E. Sheridan 2019-11-12
The Border and Its Bodies examines the impact of migration from Central America and México to the
United States on the most basic social unit possible: the human body. It explores the terrible toll migration
takes on the bodies of migrants—those who cross the border and those who die along the way—and
discusses the treatment of those bodies after their remains are discovered in the desert. The increasingly
militarized U.S.-México border is an intensely physical place, affecting the bodies of all who encounter it.
The essays in this volume explore how crossing becomes embodied in individuals, how that embodiment
transcends the crossing of the line, and how it varies depending on subject positions and identity
categories, especially race, class, and citizenship. Timely and wide-ranging, this book brings into focus the
traumatic and real impact the border can have on those who attempt to cross it, and it offers new
perspectives on the effects for rural communities and ranchers. An intimate and profoundly human look at
migration, The Border and Its Bodies reminds us of the elemental fact that the border touches us all.
Aztlán - Rudolfo Anaya 2017-04-01
During the Chicano Movement in the 1960s and 1970s, the idea of Aztlán, homeland of the ancient Aztecs,
served as a unifying force in an emerging cultural renaissance. Does the term remain useful? This expanded
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new edition of the classic 1989 collection of essays about Aztlán weighs its value. To encompass new
developments in the discourse the editors have added six new essays.
Beyond Borders - Timothy J. Henderson 2011-01-13
Beyond Borders: A History of Mexican Migration to the United States details the origins and evolution of
the movement of people from Mexico into the United States from the first significant flow across the border
at the turn of the twentieth century up to the present day. Considers the issues from the perspectives of
both the United States and Mexico Offers a reasoned assessment of the factors that drive Mexican
immigration, explains why so many of the policies enacted in Washington have only worsened the problem,
and suggests what policy options might prove more effective Argues that the problem of Mexican
immigration can only be solved if Mexico and the United States work together to reduce the disequilibrium
that propels Mexican immigrants to the United States
Constructing Immigrant 'Illegality' - Cecilia Menjívar 2014
This collection examines how immigration law shapes immigrant illegality, the concept of immigrant
illegality, and how its power is wielded and resisted.
Unwanted Mexican Americans in the Great Depression - Abraham Hoffman 1974
Políticas - Sonia R. García 2009-06-03
In the decades since Latinas began to hold public office in the United States in the late 1950s, they have
blazed new trails in public life, bringing fresh perspectives, leadership styles, and policy agendas to the
business of governing cities, counties, states, and the nation. As of 2004, Latinas occupied 27.4 percent of
the more than 6,000 elected and appointed local, state, and national positions filled by Hispanic
officeholders. The greatest number of these Latina officeholders reside in Texas, where nearly six hundred
women occupy posts from municipal offices, school boards, and county offices to seats in the Texas House
and Senate. In this book, five Latina political scientists profile the women who have been the first Latinas to
hold key elected and appointed positions in Texas government. Through interviews with each woman or her
associates, the authors explore and theorize about Latina officeholders' political socialization, decision to
run for office and obstacles overcome, leadership style, and representational roles and advocacy. The
profiles begin with Irma Rangel, the first Latina elected to the Texas House of Representatives, and Judith
Zaffirini and Leticia Van de Putte, the only two Latinas to serve in the Texas Senate. The authors also
interview Lena Guerrero, the first and only Latina to serve in a statewide office; judges Linda Yanes, Alma
Lopez, Elma Salinas Ender, Mary Roman, and Alicia Chacón; mayors Blanca Sanchez Vela (Brownsville),
Betty Flores (Laredo), and Olivia Serna (Crystal City); and Latina city councilwomen from San Antonio, El
Paso, Dallas, Houston, and Laredo.
Chicano Students and the Courts - Richard R. Valencia 2008-10-01
In 1925 Adolfo ‘Babe’ Romo, a Mexican American rancher in Tempe, Arizona, filed suit against his school
district on behalf of his four young children, who were forced to attend a markedly low-quality segregated
school, and won. But Romo v. Laird was just the beginning. Some sources rank Mexican Americans as one
of the most poorly educated ethnic groups in the United States. Chicano Students and the Courts is a
comprehensive look at this community’s long-standing legal struggle for better schools and educational
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equality. Through the lens of critical race theory, Valencia details why and how Mexican American parents
and their children have been forced to resort to legal action. Chicano Students and the Courts engages the
many areas that have spurred Mexican Americans to legal battle, including school segregation, financing,
special education, bilingual education, school closures, undocumented students, higher education
financing, and high-stakes testing, ultimately situating these legal efforts in the broader scope of the
Mexican American community’s overall struggle for the right to an equal education. Extensively
researched, and written by an author with firsthand experience in the courtroom as an expert witness in
Mexican American education cases, this volume is the first to provide an in-depth understanding of the
intersection of litigation and education vis-à-vis Mexican Americans.
All the Stars Denied - Guadalupe García McCall 2018
When resentment surges during the Great Depression in a Texas border town, Estrella, fifteen, organizes a
protest against the treatment of tejanos and soon finds herself witih her mother and baby brother in
Mexico.
Bracero Railroaders - Erasmo Gamboa 2018-09-19
Desperate for laborers to keep the trains moving during World War II, the U.S. and Mexican governments
created a now mostly forgotten bracero railroad program that sent a hundred thousand Mexican workers
across the border to build and maintain railroad lines throughout the United States, particularly the West.
Although both governments promised the workers adequate living arrangements and fair working
conditions, most bracero railroaders lived in squalor, worked dangerous jobs, and were subject to harsh
racial discrimination. Making matters worse, the governments held a percentage of the workers' earnings
in a savings and retirement program that supposedly would await the men on their return to Mexico.
However, rampant corruption within both the railroad companies and the Mexican banks meant that most
workers were unable to collect what was rightfully theirs. Historian Erasmo Gamboa recounts the difficult
conditions, systemic racism, and decades-long quest for justice these men faced. The result is a
pathbreaking examination that deepens our understanding of Mexican American, immigration, and labor
histories in the twentieth-century U.S. West.
An African American and Latinx History of the United States - Paul Ortiz 2018-01-30
An intersectional history of the shared struggle for African American and Latinx civil rights Spanning more
than two hundred years, An African American and Latinx History of the United States is a revolutionary,
politically charged narrative history, arguing that the “Global South” was crucial to the development of
America as we know it. Scholar and activist Paul Ortiz challenges the notion of westward progress as
exalted by widely taught formulations like “manifest destiny” and “Jacksonian democracy,” and shows how
placing African American, Latinx, and Indigenous voices unapologetically front and center transforms US
history into one of the working class organizing against imperialism. Drawing on rich narratives and
primary source documents, Ortiz links racial segregation in the Southwest and the rise and violent fall of a
powerful tradition of Mexican labor organizing in the twentieth century, to May 1, 2006, known as
International Workers’ Day, when migrant laborers—Chicana/os, Afrocubanos, and immigrants from every
continent on earth—united in resistance on the first “Day Without Immigrants.” As African American civil
rights activists fought Jim Crow laws and Mexican labor organizers warred against the suffocating grip of
capitalism, Black and Spanish-language newspapers, abolitionists, and Latin American revolutionaries
coalesced around movements built between people from the United States and people from Central
America and the Caribbean. In stark contrast to the resurgence of “America First” rhetoric, Black and
Latinx intellectuals and organizers today have historically urged the United States to build bridges of
solidarity with the nations of the Americas. Incisive and timely, this bottom-up history, told from the
interconnected vantage points of Latinx and African Americans, reveals the radically different ways that
people of the diaspora have addressed issues still plaguing the United States today, and it offers a way
forward in the continued struggle for universal civil rights. 2018 Winner of the PEN Oakland/Josephine
Miles Literary Award
Mexican American Baseball in Los Angeles - Francisco E. Balderrama 2011
Images of Baseball: Mexican American Baseball in Los Angeles celebrates the flourishing culture of the
great pastime in East Los Angeles and other communities where a strong sense of Mexican identity and
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pride was fostered in a sporting atmosphere of both fierce athleticism and social celebration. From 1900,
with the establishment of the Mexican immigrant community, to the rise of Fernandomania in the 1980s,
baseball diamonds in greater Los Angeles were both proving grounds for youth as they entered their
educations and careers, and the foundation for the talented Forty-Sixty Club, comprised of players of at
least 40, and often over 60, years of age. These evocative photographs look back on the great Mexican
American teams and players of the 20th century, including the famous Chorizeros--the proclaimed "Yankees
of East L.A."
One Hundred Years of Navajo Rugs - Marian E. Rodee 1995
A guide to identifying and dating rugs by means of weaving materials, providing historical background on
the great Navajo weavers and traders.
Chicano Education in the Era of Segregation - Gilbert G. Gonzalez 2013
Originally published: Philadelphia: Balch Institute Press, 1990.
Immigrant America - Alejandro Portes 2006-10-03
This third edition of the widely acclaimed classic has been thoroughly expanded and updated to reflect
current demographic, economic, and political realities. Drawing on recent census data and other primary
sources, Portes and Rumbaut have infused the entire text with new information and added a vivid array of
new vignettes and illustrations. Recognized for its superb portrayal of immigration and immigrant lives in
the United States, this book probes the dynamics of immigrant politics, examining questions of identity and
loyalty among newcomers, and explores the psychological consequences of varying modes of migration and
acculturation. The authors look at patterns of settlement in urban America, discuss the problems of Englishlanguage acquisition and bilingual education, explain how immigrants incorporate themselves into the
American economy, and examine the trajectories of their children from adolescence to early adulthood.
With a vital new chapter on religion—and fresh analyses of topics ranging from patterns of incarceration to
the mobility of the second generation and the unintended consequences of public policies—this updated
edition is indispensable for framing and informing issues that promise to be even more hotly and urgently
contested as the subject moves to the center of national debate..
Bringing Back History - Elsie Guerrero 2018-12-02
Students at Bell Gardens Elementary School learned about the Great Depression in their history class and
soon found out that the history book does not mention Mexican Americans. It did not mention the people
who look like them. Curious about the topic, the students began to research. They created plays and book
reports to present to students and teachers at school. One day, they enter the contest 'There Ought to Be a
Law' hosted by Assemblymember Cristina Garcia, who soon helps the students change the law in California
encouraging teachers in public schools to teach about the Mexican Repatriation during the Great
Depression.
Mexican Workers and American Dreams - Camille Guerin-Gonzales 1994
Earlier in this century, over one million Mexican immigrants moved to the United States, attracted by the
prospect of work in California's fields. The Mexican farmworkers were tolerated by Americans as long as
there was enough work to go around. During the Great Depression, though, white Americans demanded
that Mexican workers and their families return to Mexico. In the 1930s, the federal government and county
relief agencies forced the repatriation of half a million Mexicans--and some Mexican Americans as well.
Camille Guerin-Gonzales tells the story of their migration, their years here, and of the repatriation program-one of the largest mass removal operations ever sanctioned by the U.S. government. She exposes the
powers arrayed against Mexicans as well as the patterns of Mexican resistance, and she maps out
constructions of national and ethnic identity across the contested terrain of the American Dream.
Replenished Ethnicity - Tomás Roberto Jiménez 2010
"Without a doubt, Tomás Jiménez has written the single most important contemporary academic study on
Mexican American assimilation. Clear-headed, crisply written, and free of ideological bias, Replenished
Ethnicity is an extraordinary breakthrough in our understanding of the largest immigrant group in the
history of the United States. Bravo!"--Gregory Rodriguez, author of Mongrels, Bastards, Orphans, and
Vagabonds: Mexican Immigration and the Future of Race in America "Tomás Jiménez's Replenished
Ethnicity brilliantly navigates between the two opposing perils in the study of Mexican Americans-2/4
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pessimistically overracializing them or optimistically overassimilating them. This much-needed and
gracefully written book illuminates the on-the-ground situations of the later generations of this key
American group, insightfully identifying and analyzing the unique factor operating in its case: more or less
continuous immigration for more than a century. Jiménez's work provides a landmark for all future studies
of Latin American incorporation into U.S. society."--Richard Alba, author of Remaking the American
Mainstream "Tomás Jiménez's study adds a much-needed but long absent element to our understanding of
how immigration contributes to the construction and reproduction of Mexican American ethnicity even as it
continuously evolves. His work provides useful and needed detail that are absent even from the most
reliable surveys."--Rodolfo de la Garza, Columbia University "In a masterful piece of social science, Tomás
Jiménez debunks allegations about slow social and cultural assimilation of Mexican Americans through a
richly textured ethnographic account of Mexican Americans' lived experiences in two communities with
distinct immigration experiences. Population replenishment via immigration, he claims, maintains
distinctiveness of established Mexican origin generations via infusion of cultural elixir-in varying doses over
time and place. Ironically, it is the vast heterogeneity of Mexican Americans-generational depth,
socioeconomic, national origin and legal-that both contributes to the population's ethnic uniqueness and yet
defies singular theoretical frameworks. Jiménez's page-turner uses the Mexican American ethnic prism to
re-interpret the U.S. ethnic tapestry and revise the canonical view of assimilation. Replenished Ethnicity
sets a high bar for second generation scholarship about Mexican Americans."--Marta Tienda, The Office of
Population Research at Princeton University
Existential America - George Cotkin 2005-04-29
"As Cotkin shows, not only did Americans readily take to existentialism, but they were already heirs to a
rich tradition of thinkers - from Jonathan Edwards and Herman Melville to Emily Dickinson and William
James - who had wrestled with the problems of existence and the contingency of the world long before
Sartre and his colleagues. After introducing the concept of an American existential tradition, Cotkin
examines how formal existentialism first arrived in America in the 1930s through discussion of Kierkegaard
and the early vogue among New York intellectuals for the works of Sartre, Beauvoir, and Camus.
Migrant Longing - Miroslava Chávez-García 2018-03-22
Drawing upon a personal collection of more than 300 letters exchanged between her parents and other
family members across the U.S.-Mexico border, Miroslava Chavez-Garcia recreates and gives meaning to
the hope, fear, and longing migrants experienced in their everyday lives both "here" and "there" (aqui y
alla). As private sources of communication hidden from public consumption and historical research, the
letters provide a rare glimpse into the deeply emotional, personal, and social lives of ordinary Mexican men
and women as recorded in their immediate, firsthand accounts. Chavez-Garcia demonstrates not only how
migrants struggled to maintain their sense of humanity in el norte but also how those remaining at home
made sense of their changing identities in response to the loss of loved ones who sometimes left for weeks,
months, or years at a time, or simply never returned. With this richly detailed account, ranging from the
Mexican Revolution of the 1910s to the emergence of Silicon Valley in the late 1960s, Chavez-Garcia opens
a new window onto the social, economic, political, and cultural developments of the day and recovers the
human agency of much maligned migrants in our society today.
Decade of Betrayal - Francisco E. Balderrama 2006
Examines the social and economic effects on the migrant Mexican families subjected to forced relocation by
the United States during the 1930s.
From Out of the Shadows - Vicki L. Ruiz 2008-11-05
An anniversary edition of the first full study of Mexican American women in the twentieth century, with new
preface
Between Two Empires - Eiichiro Azuma 2005-03-17
'Between Two Empires' probes the complexities of prewar Japanese American community to show how
Japanese in America occupied an in-between space between American nationality and Japanese racial
identity.
Raising Consumers - Lisa Jacobson 2004
In the present electronic torrent of MTV and teen flicks, Nintendo and Air Jordan advertisements, consumer
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culture is an unmistakably important -- and controversial -- dimension of modern childhood. Historians and
social commentators have typically assumed that the child consumer became significant during the postwar
television age. But the child consumer was already an important phenomenon in the early twentieth
century. The family, traditionally the primary institution of child socialization, began to face an array of new
competitors who sought to put their own imprint on children's acculturation to consumer capitalism.
Advertisers, children's magazine publishers, public schools, child experts, and children's peer groups
alternately collaborated with, and competed against, the family in their quest to define children's identities.
At stake in these conflicts and collaborations was no less than the direction of American consumer society -would children's consumer training rein in hedonistic excesses or contribute to the spread of hollow,
commercial values? Not simply a new player in the economy, the child consumer became a lightning rod for
broader concerns about the sanctity of the family and the authority of the market in modern capitalist
culture. Lisa Jacobson reveals how changing conceptions of masculinity and femininity shaped the ways
Americans understood the virtues and vices of boy and girl consumers -- and why boys in particular
emerged as the heroes of the new consumer age. She also analyzes how children's own behavior, peer
culture, and emotional investment in goods influenced the dynamics of the new consumer culture. Raising
Consumers is a provocative examination of the social, economic, and cultural forces that produced and
ultimately legitimized a distinctive children's consumer culture in the early twentieth century.
Bourgeois Nightmares - Robert M. Fogelson 2007-09-14
The restrictive covenants, many of which are still commonly employed, tell us as much about American
society today as a century ago."--Jacket.
Caballero - Jovita González 1996
Written by a Mexican-American woman and her coauthor during the 1930s and 1940s, Caballero remained
unprinted and unavailable to the public for over 50 years. The novel examines the impact of the 1846-48
war with Mexico on a tejano family and particularly on Mexican women. Paper edition (unseen), $19.95.
Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
The Line Between Us - Bill Bigelow 2006-01-01
Features lessons and readings on the history of the Mexican border and discusses both sides of the current
debate on Mexican immigration.
The Law that Changed the Face of America - Margaret Sands Orchowski 2015-09-01
The year 2015 marks the 50th anniversary of the passage of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) of
1965—a landmark decision that made the United States the diverse nation it is today. In The Law that
Changed the Face of America, congressional journalist and immigration expert Margaret Sands Orchowski
delivers a never before told story of how immigration laws have moved in constant flux and revision
throughout our nation’s history. Exploring the changing immigration environment of the twenty-first
century, Orchowski discusses globalization, technology, terrorism, economic recession, and the
expectations of the millennials. She also addresses the ever present U.S. debate about the roles of the
various branches of government in immigration; and the often competitive interests between those who
want to immigrate to the United States and the changing interests, values, ability, and right of our
sovereign nation states to choose and welcome those immigrants who will best advance the country.
Braceros - Deborah Cohen 2011-02-15
At the beginning of World War II, the United States and Mexico launched the bracero program, a series of
labor agreements that brought Mexican men to work temporarily in U.S. agricultural fields. In Braceros,
Deborah Cohen asks why these migrants provoked so much concern and anxiety in the United States and
what the Mexican government expected to gain in participating in the program. Cohen creatively links the
often-unconnected themes of exploitation, development, the rise of consumer cultures, and gendered class
and race formation to show why those with connections beyond the nation have historically provoked
suspicion, anxiety, and retaliatory political policies.
Mexicans in Alaska - Sara V. Komarnisky 2018-07
Mexicans in Alaska analyzes the mobility and experience of place of three generations of migrants who
have been moving between Acuitzio del Canje, Michoacán, Mexico, and Anchorage, Alaska, since the 1950s.
Based on Sara V. Komarnisky’s twelve months of ethnographic research at both sites and on more than ten
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years of engagement with the people in these locations, this book reveals that over time, Acuitzences have
created a comprehensive sense of orientation within a transnational social field. Both locations and the
common experience of mobility between them are essential for feeling “at home.” This migrant way of life
requires the development of a transnational habitus as well as the skills, statuses, and knowledge required
to live in both places. Komarnisky’s work presents a multigenerational and cross-continental understanding
of the contemporary transnational experience. Mexicans in Alaska examines how Acuitzences are living,
working, and imagining their futures across North America and suggests that anthropologists look across
borders to see how broader structural conditions operate both within and across national boundaries.
Understanding the experiences of transnational migrants remains a critical goal of contemporary
scholarship, and Komarnisky’s analysis of the complicated lives of three generations of migrants provides
depth to the field.
They Should Stay There - Fernando Saúl Alanís Enciso 2017-08-10
Here, for the first time in English—and from the Mexican perspective—is the story of Mexican migration to
the United States and the astonishing forced repatriation of hundreds of thousands of people to Mexico
during the worldwide economic crisis of the Great Depression. While Mexicans were hopeful for economic
reform following the Mexican revolution, by the 1930s, large numbers of Mexican nationals had already
moved north and were living in the United States in one of the twentieth century's most massive
movements of migratory workers. Fernando Saul Alanis Enciso provides an illuminating backstory that
demonstrates how fluid and controversial the immigration and labor situation between Mexico and the
United States was in the twentieth century and continues to be in the twenty-first. When the Great
Depression took hold, the United States stepped up its enforcement of immigration laws and forced more
than 350,000 Mexicans, including their U.S.-born children, to return to their home country. While the
Mexican government was fearful of the resulting economic implications, President Lazaro Cardenas
fostered the repatriation effort for mostly symbolic reasons relating to domestic politics. In clarifying the
repatriation episode through the larger history of Mexican domestic and foreign policy, Alanis connects the
dots between the aftermath of the Mexican revolution and the relentless political tumult surrounding
today's borderlands immigration issues.
Mexican Immigration to the United States - George J. Borjas 2007-11-01
From debates on Capitol Hill to the popular media, Mexican immigrants are the subject of widespread
controversy. By 2003, their growing numbers accounted for 28.3 percent of all foreign-born inhabitants of
the United States. Mexican Immigration to the United States analyzes the astonishing economic impact of
this historically unprecedented exodus. Why do Mexican immigrants gain citizenship and employment at a
slower rate than non-Mexicans? Does their migration to the U.S. adversely affect the working conditions of
lower-skilled workers already residing there? And how rapid is the intergenerational mobility among
Mexican immigrant families? This authoritative volume provides a historical context for Mexican
immigration to the U.S. and reports new findings on an immigrant influx whose size and character will
force us to rethink economic policy for decades to come. Mexican Immigration to the United States will be
necessary reading for anyone concerned about social conditions and economic opportunities in both
countries.
In Defense of La Raza - Francisco E. Balderrama 1982

are remaking the face of America...." Since 1993, metaphorical language such as this has permeated
mainstream media reporting on the United States' growing Latino population. In this groundbreaking book,
Otto Santa Ana argues that far from being mere figures of speech, such metaphors produce and sustain
negative public perceptions of the Latino community and its place in American society, precluding the view
that Latinos are vested with the same rights and privileges as other citizens. Applying the insights of
cognitive metaphor theory to an extensive natural language data set drawn from hundreds of articles in the
Los Angeles Times and other media, Santa Ana reveals how metaphorical language portrays Latinos as
invaders, outsiders, burdens, parasites, diseases, animals, and weeds. He convincingly demonstrates that
three anti-Latino referenda passed in California because of such imagery, particularly the infamous antiimmigrant measure, Proposition 187. Santa Ana illustrates how Proposition 209 organizers broadcast
compelling new metaphors about racism to persuade an electorate that had previously supported
affirmative action to ban it. He also shows how Proposition 227 supporters used antiquated metaphors for
learning, school, and language to blame Latino children's speech—rather than gross structural
inequity—for their schools' failure to educate them. Santa Ana concludes by calling for the creation of
insurgent metaphors to contest oppressive U.S. public discourse about minority communities.
Continental Divide - Krista Schlyer 2012
The topic of the border wall between the United States and Mexico continues to be broadly and hotly
debated: on national news media, by local and state governments, and even over the dinner table. By now,
broad segments of the population have heard widely varying opinions about the wall's effect on illegal
immigration, international politics, and the drug war. But what about the wall's effect on animals? Krista
Schlyer vividly shows us that this largely isolated natural area, stretching from the Pacific Ocean to the Gulf
of Mexico, is also host to a number of rare ecosystems.
Consumers and Citizens - Néstor García Canclini 2001
Nestor Garcia Canclini, the best-known and most innovative cultural studies scholar in Latin America, maps
the critical effects of urban sprawl, global media, and commodity markets on citizens. The complex results
mean not only a shrinkage of certain traditional rights (particularly those of the welfare or client state) but
also indicate new openings for expanding citizenship.
Deportation - Torrie Hester 2017-04-24
Before 1882, the U.S. federal government had never formally deported anyone, but that year an act of
Congress made Chinese workers the first group of immigrants eligible for deportation. Over the next forty
years, lawmakers and judges expanded deportable categories to include prostitutes, anarchists, the sick,
and various kinds of criminals. The history of that lengthening list shaped the policy options U.S. citizens
continue to live with into the present. Deportation covers the uncertain beginnings of American deportation
policy and recounts the halting and uncoordinated steps that were taken as it emerged from piecemeal
actions in Congress and courtrooms across the country to become an established national policy by the
1920s. Usually viewed from within the nation, deportation policy also plays a part in geopolitics; deportees,
after all, have to be sent somewhere. Studying deportations out of the United States as well as the
deportation of U.S. citizens back to the United States from abroad, Torrie Hester illustrates that U.S. policy
makers were part of a global trend that saw officials from nations around the world either revise older
immigrant removal policies or create new ones. A history of immigration policy in the United States and the
world, Deportation chronicles the unsystematic emergence of what has become an internationally
recognized legal doctrine, the far-reaching impact of which has forever altered what it means to be an
immigrant and a citizen.
Among the Repatriated - Albino R. Pineda 2008

Brown Tide Rising - Otto Santa Ana 2010-01-01
"...awash under a brown tide...the relentless flow of immigrants..like waves on a beach, these human flows
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